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Why has climate economics failed us?
noahpinion.substack.com/p/why-has-climate-economics-failed

Economists could have helped in the fight against climate change. So far,
they haven't.

Noah Smith
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"Wildfire in the Pacific Northwest" by BLM Oregon & Washington, CC BY 2.0

Ezra Klein has an excellent post at the New York Times on the politics of Bidenomics.

This part really caught my eye:
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Biden has less trust in economists, and so does everyone else…

Multiple economists, both inside and outside the Biden administration, told me that this is
an administration in which economists and financiers are simply far less influential than
they were in past administrations…

The backdrop for this administration is the failures of the past generation of economic
advice. Fifteen years of financial crises, yawning inequality and repeated debt panics that
never showed up in interest rates have taken the shine off economic expertise. But the core
of this story is climate…

Economists have their ideas for solving climate change — a hefty carbon tax chief among
them — but Biden and his team see this as fundamentally a political problem. They view the
idea that a carbon tax is the essential answer to the problem of climate change as being so
divorced from political reality as to be actively dangerous.

It’s interesting to see which branches of econ are gaining clout in Democratic

administrations and which are losing clout. On one hand, Biden’s cash-based welfare

programs and big R&D spending come firmly out of economics research. On the other

hand, he seems to be paying much less attention to austerity-minded macroeconomists.

But as Ezra points out, it’s climate where economists are being utterly ignored, in favor of

technologists and activists. And rightly so. I hate to say this, but climate economics has

almost completely failed to be useful to the national policy discourse. This isn’t a minor

slip-up, either; climate change is one of the most important economic policy issues for the

future of the country and the world, and the econ profession has just totally dropped the

ball.

I wrote a Bloomberg article about this back in 2016, but the situation hasn’t noticeably

improved. I can see at least four major ways climate economics has failed. These are:

Simply not publishing enough research

Putting out models that are frankly just bad

Ignoring tail risks

Obsessively focusing on carbon taxes

Criticizing academic economists is tough. They tend to instantly circle the wagons and

scoff dismissively at any external critics. And why shouldn’t they? With their tenure and

high salaries, they don’t exactly have much of a financial or professional reason to care if

some blogger chides them, or even if the President refuses to heed their advice. But there

are lots of good people within the profession who have strong consciences, and who don’t

like the idea of economics falling into disrepute and losing influence. So I hope criticisms

like this reach the ears of people who quietly realize the need to change course.
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Ignoring climate

One big problem with climate economics is that there just isn’t enough of it. Climate

change is going to affect every facet of our economy. Quantitatively, it’s vastly more

important than any optimal tax calculation or detail of occupational licensing; it’s

arguably even more important than the business cycle itself. But the number of papers at

top journals dedicated to climate economics is miniscule. In a scathing 2019 article

entitled “Why are economists letting the world down on climate change?”, economists

Andrew Oswald and Nicholas Stern write:

We are sorry to say that we think academic economists are letting down the
world.  Economics has contributed disturbingly little to discussions about climate
change.  As one example, the Quarterly Journal of Economics, which is currently the most-
cited journal in the field of economics, has never published an article on climate change…

We suspect that modern economics is stuck in a kind of Nash equilibrium.  Academic
economists are obsessed with publishing per se and with pleasing potential referees.  The
reason there are few economists who write climate change articles, we think, is because
other economists do not write climate change articles.

They include the following table, which shows just how few climate papers the top econ

journals have ever published as of 2019:

The total is 57, out of a total of approximately 77,000 total articles. So about 0.074%.

As Oswald and Stern point out, this is really surprising, since climate change A) is caused

by economic activity, B) has huge economic effects, and C) will take smart economic

policy to get out of.

In fact, though, I think the situation is even worse than their article depicts. Because a fair

amount of the climate economics research that does get done is badly flawed.
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Bad research

The most egregious strain of climate economics research is the stuff that concludes that

climate change is not a problem at all. The chief offender here I know of here is Richard

Tol, a professor at the University of Sussex. Tol wrote a famous paper in 2009 in which he

argued that global warming would cause economic gains for people living in temperate

zones, and that these gains would outweigh the losses to people living in the tropics. His

reasoning? Warmer temperatures mean you don’t have to use the heater as much, warm

temperatures are better for health, and more CO2 in the atmosphere makes crops grow

faster.

This is obviously ridiculous, for any number of reasons that a few seconds of thought by

anyone even remotely acquainted with the climate change issue can easily point out. First

of all, climate change doesn’t just warm everything up gently and evenly; it causes erratic

weather, which can include very cold weather (this was widely understood well before Tol

wrote his paper). Second, an overwhelming amount of research shows that climate change

is bad for agricultural productivity, through a vast array of mechanisms; Tol simply

cherry-picked one random paper that claims CO2 makes plants grow faster.

Third, there are a ton of effects of climate change that Tol waves away, saying they “seem

likely to be small”. The word “wildfires” does not appear in his article. Tol recognizes this

problem, writing that “negative surprises should be more likely than positive surprises”

and “it is relatively easy to imagine a disaster scenario for climate change,” and then

basically ignores that crucial point.

But on top of all this, Tol’s calculations were complete crap. In 2014 he had to publish a

correction when it turned out he had omitted some minus signs, causing him to log costs

of climate change as benefits (ooops!!). He also made a coding error that dropped some

data. Tol blamed “gremlins” for the errors. Andrew Gelman and company found a whole

raft of additional problems with Tol’s data, analysis, and model. In 2015, the journal

issued a second round of corrections.

This was obviously an incredibly poor showing. But Tol’s shoddy analysis made its way

into the public policy conversation. In 2009 he published an op-ed entitled “Why worry

about climate change?”. Senate Republicans put him on their list of expert climate change

skeptics. As recently as 2013 — before all the gremlins were discovered — Tol’s bad

research was being used by conservative op-ed writers to argue that climate change is

good for the world.

So is Tol a lone outlier here? It’s hard to find research as bad as that 2009 paper, but

many of the same basic errors crop up in other climate economics research. For example,

in 2011, Michael Greenstone and Olivier Deschenes published a paper about climate

change and mortality (I studied an earlier version of this paper in a grad school class).

Their approach is to measure the effect of temperature on mortality rates in normal times,

and use that estimate to predict how a warmer world would affect mortality.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Tol
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The authors make the obvious and grievous mistake of assuming that climate change

affects human mortality only through the direct effects of air temperature — heatstroke,

heart attack, freezing, and so on. The word “storm” does not appear in the paper. The

word “fire” does not appear in the paper. The word “flood” does not appear in the paper.

The authors do mention that climate change might increase disease vectors, but wave this

away. Near the end of the paper they write that “it is possible that the incidence of

extreme events would increase, and these could affect human health…This study is not

equipped to shed light on these issues.”

You don’t say.

The big conceptual mistake here is to assume that whatever economists can easily

measure is the sum total of what’s important for the world — that events for which a

reliable cost or benefit cannot be easily guessed should simply be ignored in cost-benefit

calculations. That is bad science and bad policy advice.

Greenstone and Deschenes also published a paper in the prestigious American Economic

Review in 2007 in which they conclude that global warming will increase crop yields. This

conclusion is very different from what most researchers find, including other climate

economists. Economists Anthony Fisher, Michael Hanemann, and Michael James Roberts

published a comment in 2012. They write:

In a series of studies employing a variety of approaches, we have found that the potential
impact of climate change on US agriculture is likely negative. Deschênes and Greenstone
(2007) report dramatically different results based on regressions of agricultural profits and
yields on weather variables. The divergence is explained by (1) missing and incorrect
weather and climate data in their study; (2) their use of older climate change projections
rather than the more recent and less optimistic projections from the Fourth Assessment
Report; and (3) difficulties in their profit measure due to the confounding effects of storage.

Michael Greenstone, a professor at the University of Chicago, is a very important and

influential climate economist! He helped lead the Obama administration team tasked

with calculating a numerical value for the “social cost of carbon”. When important,

leading researchers put out papers ignoring the biggest dangers from climate change and

producing highly unusual results with potential data errors, we should be worried.

Why is this bad climate economics research getting published? Many people will be quick

to allege that it’s politics — conservative economists who believe that anxiety over climate

change is an excuse to destroy capitalism, and who are thus biased towards doing

research that minimizes the potential harm of climate change. I don’t know how much of

that is going on, but I think there are also other potential reasons.

One is the streetlight effect — economists are very focused on what they can measure, and

tend to disregard what they can’t measure.

A second is siloing — economists are not the type to go call up climate scientists to

collaborate on a paper. If you look at the references in one of Deschenes and Greenstone’s

papers, you see very few citations of actual climate science papers; instead, it’s mostly just

https://www.aeaweb.org/articles?id=10.1257/aer.97.1.354
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/258993278_The_Economic_Impacts_of_Climate_Change_Evidence_from_Agricultural_Output_and_Random_Fluctuations_in_Weather_Comment
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a bunch of econ papers. You’d think that collaboration with the scientists who study the

actual physical process of climate change and its associated effects on weather, crops, and

so on would seem to be crucial for assessing the economic impact of climate change…

right?

In any case, my suspicion is that this sort of research contributes to the growing

conviction that climate economists are not experts to be relied upon.

DICE models

If there is one climate economist who is respected above all others, it’s William Nordhaus

of Yale, who won the Econ Nobel in 2018 “for integrating climate change into long-run

macroeconomic analysis.” The prize specifically cited Nordhaus’ creation of an “integrated

assessment model” for analyzing the costs of climate change. The most famous of these is

the DICE Model, used by the Environmental Protection Agency.

But the DICE Model, or at least the version we’ve been using for years, is obviously

bananas. As climate writer David Roberts noted in 2018, according to the standard

version of Nordhaus’ model, the economic cost of a 6°C increase in global temperatures

would only be 10% of GDP. As Roberts notes, climate scientists believe that that level of

temperature increase would make the Earth basically unlivable. An unlivable Earth is

going to cost a lot more than 10% of GDP.

Nordhaus’ models recommend a ceiling of of 3.5°C, which is higher than what the world is

on track for at the end of the century if we don’t make any further changes; in other

words, a Nobel-winning climate economics model recommends that the economic cost of

doing anything more than we’re already doing to stop climate change is too high.

That’s obviously bananapants, so let’s go through and discuss a couple obvious problems

with the model.

One obvious problem with DICE models, or at least with the numbers Nordhaus plugged

into his DICE models, is that they assume a high discount rate. The discount rate is the

degree to which we don’t care about the future — the higher the discount rate, the more

we disregard what happens in 20 or 50 years. DICE models get their discount rate from

interest rates, which represent how much the investors who are currently alive and

investing in the market care about the future. If investors’ bond purchases don’t reflect

concerns about whether their great-grandchildren live in an infernal hellscape, DICE

doesn’t care about it either.

It turns out that most economists think that this isn’t a good way to select discount rates.

In 2016, David Roberts reported the results of a survey of economists who mostly

supported using a lower discount rate than the market rate, based on ethical concerns

about the future of humanity:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DICE_model/
https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2018/6/8/17437104/climate-change-global-warming-models-risks
https://www.populareconomics.org/the-disconnect-between-economics-and-climate-science/
https://news.un.org/en/story/2019/11/1052171
https://grist.org/article/discount-rates-a-boring-thing-you-should-know-about-with-otters/
https://www.nber.org/system/files/working_papers/w22933/w22933.pdf
https://www.vox.com/2015/12/8/9869918/economists-climate-consensus
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This is obviously the right thing to do, and economists know it, yet somehow the most

popular climate model for years was one that ignored the welfare of future generations.

A second reason DICE models are broken is that they assume that stopping climate

change will be very expensive. Nordhaus’ formulation basically ignores the fact that

renewable energy technologies have been getting cheaper at a stupendous rate for

decades, which reduces the cost of decarbonization. Once more I must post this graph:
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In other words, DICE models basically assume that we face a grim choice between

impoverishing ourselves today or forcing our descendants to endure a hellscape future —

and having tricked themselves into believing this, they choose to save the economy rather

than the future of humanity. But thanks to technological progress, this grim choice is no

longer nearly so grim.

In addition to all of this, the DICE models probably get the climate science wrong. In

2020, a group of climate scientists writing in Nature Climate Change concluded:

Under the UN Paris Agreement, countries committed to limiting global warming to well
below 2 °C and to actively pursue a 1.5 °C limit. Yet, according to the 2018 Economics
Nobel laureate William Nordhaus, these targets are economically suboptimal or unattainable
and the world community should aim for 3.5 °C in 2100 instead. Here, we show that the UN
climate targets may be optimal even in the Dynamic Integrated Climate–Economy (DICE)
integrated assessment model, when appropriately updated. Changes to DICE include more
accurate calibration of the carbon cycle and energy balance model, and updated climate
damage estimates. 

A team of economists looked closely at the science and reached the same conclusion. Put

more reasonable costs and discount rates into a DICE model, and it gives us a target

closer to 2°C — exactly what climate scientists have been recommending.

But on top of all this, there’s one other huge weakness of the DICE model — it focuses on

the most likely scenario, and ignores tail risks. As Richard Tol wrote, “negative surprises

should be more likely than positive surprises” when it comes to climate change, and “it is

relatively easy to imagine a disaster scenario for climate change.” The possibility of very

bad effects of climate change that we can’t predict should make us more anxious to avoid

it. Some of these are things we can imagine but which we think have only a small

probability, like “tipping points” beyond which climate change becomes self-sustaining.

And others are things we don’t even consider before we wake up and find them happening

to us. In September 2020, Oregonians woke up and found this happening to their world:

Noah Smith Ї @Noahpinion

Wow. This Oregon smoke looks much more apocalyptic than San Francisco's orange sky

the other day. (via @DemWrite)

https://nymag.com/intelligencer/article/climate-change-after-pandemic.html
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41558-020-0833-x
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41558-020-0833-x
https://www.frbsf.org/economic-research/files/Simon_Dietz_Climate_dynamics_160520_to_share.pdf
https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2018/6/8/17437104/climate-change-global-warming-models-risks
https://twitter.com/Noahpinion/status/1304326637496934400
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Lots of people moved to California for the weather. If wildfires, driven by climate change,

make the state unlivable, that will be an economic cost not imagined by William Nordhaus

models. What other things did Nordhaus fail to imagine?

There was one famous economist who did imagine these things. Martin Weitzman wrote a

paper in 2009 called “On modeling and interpreting the economics of catastrophic

climate change”. The math is complex, but the upshot is simple and easy to understand: If

there’s the possibility of utter catastrophe, standard cost-benefit analysis doesn’t make a

whole lot of sense. Weitzman wrote:

Perhaps in the end the climate-change economist can help most by not presenting a cost-
benefit estimate for what is inherently a fat-tailed situation with potentially unlimited
downside exposure as if it is accurate and objective…the artificial crispness conveyed by
conventional [DICE-type cost-benefit analyses] here is especially and unusually misleading
compared with more ordinary non-climate-change CBA situations.

Weitzman tried to warn us. Instead, despite widespread expectations he would share the

Nobel with Nordhaus, he was snubbed — one of the prize committee’s most grievous

errors, in my opinion.

The carbon tax fetish

On top of all these problems with climate economics research, the main policy that

climate economists recommend is utterly inadequate to the task of dealing with climate

change. I’m talking about carbon taxes.

Economists LOVE carbon taxes. Voters seem not to. In 2016, economist Yoram Bauman

— best known for doing inside-baseball stand-up comedy about the economics profession

(a show I once participated in!) — launched a campaign to create a revenue-neutral

carbon tax in the state of Washington. Despite basically every economist in the world

gushing over it, it failed 59.3% to 40.7%. It met stiff opposition from the political left and

didn’t get much support on the political right either. Greg Mankiw created the Pigou Club,

which in his words was “an elite group of economists and pundits with the good sense to

have publicly advocated…carbon taxes.” This elite group has accomplished just about as

much as you might expect. A second Washington State effort, designed to be more

amenable to the left, went down to defeat in 2018.

https://twitter.com/Noahpinion/status/1304326637496934400
https://www.businessinsider.com/california-unlivable-nightmare-housing-climate-change-2019-11
https://dash.harvard.edu/bitstream/handle/1/3693423/Weitzman_OnModeling.pdf
https://www.igmchicago.org/surveys/carbon-taxes-ii/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2016_Washington_Initiative_732
https://www.vox.com/2016/10/18/13012394/i-732-carbon-tax-washington
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pigou_Club
https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2018/9/28/17899804/washington-1631-results-carbon-fee-green-new-deal
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In 2019, some economists studied these failures and tried to figure out why voters, despite

liking a carbon tax in polls, voted it down at the voting booth. They found that ideological

opposition and pressure from special interest groups was a factor, but they also found that

people were simply averse to paying higher energy prices.

This isn’t just politics; economists have forgotten basic Econ 101. Voters instinctively

know what economists, for some mystifying reason, have seemed to ignore — the people

who pay the costs of a carbon tax don’t reap the benefits. Carbon taxes are enacted locally,

but climate change is a global phenomenon. That means that if Washington state taxes

carbon, its own residents pay, but most of the benefit is reaped by people in other

countries and other states. Thus, jurisdictions that choose not to enact carbon taxes can

simply hope that someone else shoulders the cost of combating climate change. So no one

ends up paying the cost.

That’s called the free rider problem, and it’s one of the most basic forms of market failure.

When economists urge nations and states to tax carbon, they are hoping that altruism will

overcome the free rider problem. It generally does not. Only a few countries around the

world have put a price on carbon.

The free-rider problem is especially acute for rapidly growing poor countries. These

countries now produce the lion’s share of the world’s carbon emissions, and that share is

only going to grow:

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3400772
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free-rider_problem
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_tax
https://cdn.substack.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fbucketeer-e05bbc84-baa3-437e-9518-adb32be77984.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2F5b38ed27-e121-481e-84ad-7821aa865cad_1456x1028.png
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If warming is to be held to 2°C, it is these countries that must do the lion’s share of the

decarbonization. If doing this means their economies will no longer be able to grow

enough to lift their people out of poverty, they will not do it. No matter how many

economists flap their elbows and screech “Put a price on carbon!!”, China and the other

countries of Asia will simply not limit their growth to an appreciable degree. They refused

to do it at the Paris climate talks and they will continue to refuse. Carbon tariffs, carbon

clubs, and other rich-country incentives will not be sufficient to persuade them.

As Biden’s economic advisors recognize, the only way China et al. will decarbonize is if

doing so does not substantially hurt their economies. Thus, the whole framework that

economists use for thinking about climate change — a big fat tradeoff between roasting

the planet and tanking the economy — just won’t work here.

Fortunately, there is a second market failure at work here — one that can be leveraged to

fight climate change without a severe tradeoff between the economy and the environment.

It is one that economists, in their zeal to promote their darling carbon tax, have almost

completely ignored. It is the positive externality of technology.

Ramez Naam, a technologist who has been remarkably prescient about green energy, has

a great thread about how focusing on improving green technology creates less of an

economic tradeoff than focusing on reducing demand for fossil fuels via a carbon tax.

Here are a few tweets from that thread:

Ramez Naam @ramez

Why do carbon taxes fall short? Here's a quick tweet thread on their limitations. For

context, I am a carbon tax advocate, was on the board of WA's 2016 revenue-neutral

carbon tax initiative, etc.. (for @amcafee & others) 1/

Andrew McAfee @amcafee

@ramez Can you give us a quick thread on why carbon+dividend falls short in those

areas? Why does the mantra “price in the carbon, and you’ll get reduced carbon” not work

there?

February 9th 2019

334 Retweets757 Likes

Ramez Naam @ramez

So this is the dynamic. When a technology is young it's both small in scale and expensive.

So a high subsidy (or carbon tax) is needed. But choosing a subsidy focused on the still

small-scale technology, you can make it affordable. 8/

February 9th 2019

12 Retweets104 Likes

Ramez Naam @ramez

Digression: Economic models of pigovian tax impacts assume that reduction in pollution

happens through demand elasticity. E.g., coal is more expensive so we use less. But the far

https://www.energypolicy.columbia.edu/research/report/china-still-developing-country-and-why-it-matters-energy-and-climate
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bigger impact is technology *switching*. Get new tech cheap enough, and switch occurs.

Poof! 10/
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To sum this all up: A carbon tax *is* a good policy, particularly if it's paired with a

dividend. It can even serve to reduce inequality depending on dividend shape. For

climate, though, it's a policy that works best in areas where alternative technology is

already mature. fin/
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Do read the whole thing.

As Ramez notes, carbon taxes are good policy. They’re just limited policy. Economists

have been so monomaniacally focused on how econ-y the carbon tax is that they’ve failed

to consider alternatives that are more cost-effective and politically feasible. That’s why the

technologists like Ramez and the activists of the Green New Deal have gotten this one

right, and the economists have been left out in the cold. And it’s probably a big part of

why the Biden administration is listening to the technologists and the activists instead of

to the economists.

How to fix climate economics

From this litany of failures, I would suggest the following steps for climate economics to

make itself more relevant:

1. Publish more climate economics papers.

2. Push back harder against shoddy methods.

3. Reevaluate the DICE Model.

4. Think more about tail risks.

5. Start thinking a lot more about technology.

6. Start thinking a lot more about the international aspect of decarbonization.

7. Stop focusing so much on carbon taxes.

I do believe that economists still have time to have an important, positive impact on

climate policy. But the failures of the past cannot be allowed to persist into the future. It’s

time for a course correction.
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